To:
Dr. Bales, VP for R&D
From: Team Paper (Laura Boylan, Dhanvi Reddy, Nate Sharpe)
Date: November 7, 2008
Re:
Diabolo Analysis, Final Report
Summary and Recommendations
We conducted analysis of the the motion of diabolos, comparing the relative speeds
and accelerations across several technique, two types of equipment, and two
performers. We performed out analysis with ProAnalyst, a software product from
XciteX used for analyzing high speed video. We obtained consistent and reliable
result using high speed video. We found a strong correlation between the initial
speed of a diabolo and its maximum height. Our data shows that the two diabolo
types we tested performed differently, and that no one method of diabolo
acceleration is obviously more efficient than the others. No data of this nature has
been published before.
We recommend that:
• The method presented here be used to test diabolos for quality control and
evaluation of techniques
• This information be disseminated to all diabolists.

Background
What is a diabolo?
A diabolo is a juggling prop – a spool on a string, the ends of which are attached to
two sticks as shown in Figure 1. The juggler uses the sticks and performs various
tricks on the spool by manipulating the position of the sticks.

Figure 1. A Diabolo set. The diabolo (top) is balanced on the string connected to the
two sticked (bottom). The diabolo is rotated and accelerated through motion of the
sticks.
What are diabolo tricks?
Both of our jugglers were proficient with many diabolo techniques. We selected the
following techniques as most interesting and feasible to study.
Tap acceleration
Technical Difficulty: Beginner
Description: The diaboloist performs a tapping motion with his/her dominant hand
while holding the other hand steady. This method does not speed up the diabolo
very well and the diaboloist can perform at most a single trick before having to
speed‐up the diabolo again.
Tap Wrap acceleration
Technical Difficulty: Beginner
Description: Very similar to Tap Acceleration. The diaboloist must first wrap the
string around the axle of the diabolo and then perform the tapping action described
above.
Whip acceleration
Technical Difficulty: Medium
Description: This method can be performed either with an open string or with
a wrap around the diabolo. To begin, the diaboloist must move his/her dominant
hand to the direction of which he/she is dominant i.e. right‐handed people start by
whipping to the right. Then, the hand must be brought back to the other direction

while keeping the diabolo under the other hand stick. The motion is repeated but on
alternating whips, the diaboloist whips above the other hand stick instead of under.
We analyzed the method in which the diabolo was not wrapped.
Circular acceleration
Technical Difficulty: Advanced
Description: Also called 'Orbit' acceleration. The diaboloist begins by throwing the
diabolo onto the string (onto his/her dominant side). Diabolo is sped up by friction
as is rolls from the dominant side to the non‐dominant side which provides speed.
The diabolo is wrapped by the string for this method.
Chinese Whip acceleration
Technical Difficulty: Advanced
Description: Visually impressive way of speeding up the diabolo and gives a
considerable amount of speed. The diaboloist begins by putting a wrap around
the diabolo and then moving his/her hand upwards and downwards.
Goals
Our goals were:
• To determine the maximum angular velocity of a spinning diabolo
• To investigate the the relationship between the maximum height of a thrown
diabolo and the its initial velocity
• To investigate different techniques for accelerating the diabolo and compare
them quantitatively
• To compare the performance of two different types of diabolo
• To compare the performance of two diabolists
Procedure
With our Mark I feasibility study we concluded that our methods for data collection
and analysis were sound, and we continued with the same general process. Each
week, we had one or two jugglers (group member Nate or his brother Jacob)
perform diabolo tricks while we recorded them with the Phantom High Speed Video
Camera. Afterwards the data was analyzed using the ProAnalyst software. We
worked in two locations, in MIT's Killian court for the high toss analysis, and in the
Strobe laboratory for everything else.

Table 1: Specific equipment referenced in Figure 2.
Light
Camera
Date
Light #2
Light #3
Juggler(s)
#1
Lens
11/04/0 Teenie
Nate and
50 mm,
None
Lowel Pro
8
Weenie
Jacob
Nikon #2
11/18/0 Teenie Lowel
28 mm,
Lowel Pro
Nate
8
Weenie Pro
Nikon #1
11/25/0 Teenie Lowel
50 mm,
Lowel Pro
Nate
8
Weenie Pro
Nikon #2

Location
Killian
Court
Strobe
Lab
Strobe
Lab

Table 2: Distances referenced in Figure 2. All distances given in inches except when
noted.
Date
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
11/04
Approx.
68.5
N/A
54
49.5
N/A
43
50.5
/08
21 feet
11/18
101
102
92
46
32
44.5
/08
11/18
102
92
48
42
44.5
/08 – 101
Part B
11/25
/08

Figure 2. The general setup for recordings of diabolo tricks. Specific values for the
lights and distances can be found in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. Light #2 was
not used in every experiment.

Table 3: Other equipment used.
Item

Manufacturer

Model

Diabolo

Mister Babache

Finesse G3

Diabolo

Sundia

Fly Bearing

Diabolo Sticks

Henry's

Diabolo String
HSV Camera

Henry's
Vision Research

Camcorder

Sony

Laptop
Photocell
Motor
Tripod
Backdrop
Hex plate
marker

Dell
Edgerton Center
Dayton
N/R
N/R
N/R
N/R
Mole‐Richardson
Co
Firelite
Nikon
Lowel Light
Manufacturer Inc
Mole‐Richardson
Company
Lowel Light
Manufacturer Inc
N/R

halogen lamp
USB hard drive
lens
halogen lamp
Halogen lamp
Halogen lamp
gaffer's tape

Short Carbon
Fibre Hand Sticks
Yellow String
Phantom v7.1
Digital Handicam
#DCR‐TRV 350
Latitude
Diana
3M364A
N/R
N/R
N/R
N/R
Teenie‐Weenie
Mole
Smartdisk
AF Nikkor 50 mm

S/N
n/a (hereafter
referenced as
“mb”)
n/a (hereafter
referenced as “s”)
n/a
n/a
n/r
1534036
MIT‐0422773
N/A
71632768
N/R
N/R
N/R
N/R
6894
Strobe 2
Nikon 2

Lowel Pro Light

62665

Teenie‐Weenie
Mole

N/R

Lowel DP

62665

N/R

N/A

Week One
Setup
On November 4, 2008, we continued our work in Killian Court with high tosses.
Previously we had taken footage of the high toss to calculate the maximum height,
which gave us very little close up detail. This time we had a non‐high speed camera
(Sony Digital Handicam, see Table 2) set far enough back to capture the full height of
the throw, and we had the HSV camera set up about 21 feet away from the toss to

record the full height of the toss. We rotated the camera 90 degrees have the vertical
dimension of the captured picture be larger than the horizontal.
Afterwards, we returned to the lab and set up the low speed motor, the stroboscope,
and the HSV camera as show in Figure 3. We determined the speed of the motor
using the HSV camera and using the stroboscope without stopping the motor in
between, so that the two measurements could be compared for benchmarking
purposes. We marked the center of the motor with a piece of tape with a mark that
could be tracked using ProAnalyst and used stroboscopy to determine the motor
speed using the same method set forth in Lab Report 2.

Figure 3. The setup for testing the accuracy of the HSV camera's rotational
measurements. The speed of the motor is found by stroboscopy, and then the
stroboscope is flash rate is found through the photocell and oscilloscope.

Data Collection

Filename

Sample Rate
(frames per
second)

Exposure
Time (μs)

Jacob_Thow_01
Jacob_Throw_02
Nate_Throw_01
Nate_Throw_02

2000
2000
2000
2000

497
497
497
497

Post
Trigger
(picture
s)
1466
1466
587
587

Resolution

Duration
(seconds)

Diabolo

1.46
1.46
1.46
1.46

Week Two
Setup
On November 18, 2008, we worked in the strobe laboratory recording diabolo
acceleration techniques with juggler Nate. We used the standard setup (see Figure
2). See Tables 1 and 2 for set‐up measurements. The heights of the lights were
adjusted between the Whip Acceleration and the Chinese Whip Acceleration. The
heights for the latter part can be found in the row 11/18/08 – Part B
Data Collection
Technique: Circular Acceleration
Filename

Sample
Rate

Exposur
e Time
(μs)

circular_accln_01
circular_accln_02
circular_max_mb_01
circular_max_s_01

2000
2000
2000
2000

200
200
200
200

Post
Trigger
(picture
s)
4612
4612
4612
4612

Resoluti
on

Duration
Seconds

Diabolo

592x600
592x600
592x600
592x600

1.988
1.988
1.988
1.988

mb
s
mb
s

Resoluti
on

Duration
Seconds

Diabolo

768x504
768x504
768x504
768x504

1.82
1.82
1.82
1.82

mb
s
s
mb

Technique: Whip Acceleration
Filename

Sample
Rate

Exposur
e Time
(μs)

whip_accln_mb_01
whip_accln_s_01
whip_max_s_01
whip_max_mb_01

2000
2000
2000
2000

200
200
200
200

Post
Trigger
(picture
s)
3566
3566
3566
3566

Technique: Chinese Whip Acceleration
Filename
chinese_whip_accln_
mb_01
chinese_whip_accln_
s_01

Sample
Rate

Exposur
e Time
(μs)

Post
Trigger
(picture
s)

Resoluti
on

Duration
Seconds

Diabolo

2000

200

3566

768x504

1.82

mb

2000

200

3566

768x504

1.82

s

Week Three
Setup
On November 25, 2008, we worked in the strobe laboratory recording diabolo
acceleration techniques with jugglers Nate and Jacob. We used the standard setup
(see Figure 2). See Table 1 for set‐up measurements.
Data Collection
Technique: Circular Acceleration
Filename

Sampl
e Rate

Exposur
e Time
(μs)

circular_accln_mb_jacob
circular_accln_s_jacob
circular_accln_max_s_jacob
circular_accln_max_mb_jacob

2000
2000
2000
2000

70
70
70
70

Post
Trigger
(pictures
)
3976
3976
3976
3976

Resolutio
n

Duratio
n (s)

Diabolo

592x600
592x600
592x600
592x600

1.998
1.998
1.998
1.998

mb
s
s
mb

Technique: Chinese Whips
Filename

Sample
Rate

Exposur
e Time
(μs)

chinese_whip_accln_mb_jacob
chinese_whip_max_mb_jacob

2000
2000

70
70

Post
Trigger
(pictures
)
3976
3976

chinese_whip_accln_s_jacob

2000

70

3976

Resolutio
n

Duratio
n (s)

Diabol
o

762x504
762x504

mb
mb

762x504

s

Technique: Whips
Filename

Sample
Rate

Exposur
e Time
(μs)

Post
Trigger
(pictures
)

Resolutio
n

Duratio
n (s)

Diabol
o

whip_accln_max_s_jacob

200

70

3976

768x504

1.82

s

whip_accln_max_mb_jacob

200

70

3976

768x504

1.82

mb

Technique: Tap
Filename

Sample
Rate

Exposure
Time
(μs)

Post
Trigger
(pictur
es)

Resolution

Duration
(s)

Diabolo

tap_accln_mb_jacob

2000

70

3976

768x504

1.82

mb

tap_accln_max_mb_jacob

2000

70

3976

768x504

1.82

mb

tap_accln_s_jacob

2000

70

3976

768x504

1.82

s

tap_accln_max_s_jacob

2000

70

3976

768x504

1.82

s

Generic method for deriving the Acceleration Profile

All of the video captured for this report was analyzed using the ProAnalyst Software
(which is manufactured by Xcitex Inc.).
The rim of the diabolo has four points that enable tracking with the ProAnalyst
Software, as shown in Figure 4. Each tracking point has a unique mark that enables
visual identification.

Figure 4. Rim of the diabolo with tracking points
Two points directly opposite to each other are chosen in each video. After each point
is tracked through a set number of frames (and thus time), we draw a line
connecting the points and the angle made by this line to the X‐axis is measured in
the tracked frames. This process is shown in Figure 5. This angle is measured for
each of the tracked points and exported to an excel file.
Measured
Angle
X‐axis

Tracking
line

Figure 5. Measuring the angle
After all the angles were measured, the data was imported to an excel file for further
analysis. In the excel file the change in the angle with time (angular velocity) was
measured. All the curves shown below are velocity curves. The data being pretty
noisy (due to tracking issues with the software), another derivative of the data
would only worsen the noise and hence the velocity graphs are used to profile the
acceleration. Ignoring friction in the string, we know that the only input force is the
juggler and hence a rise in the velocity implies acceleration.

Results
Angular Velocity Measurement Validation
The angle from the tape to the center of the disk to the horizontal axis was tracked
for a full revolution, as shown in Figure 6. This data was exported to excel, where a
line was fitted to it as shown in Figure 7 and the slope of the line used as the
average angular velocity of the disk over the period of capture.

Figure 6. A white piece of tape on a rotating disk being tracked by the
ProAnalyst software. The video was taken at 4000 fps.

Figure 7. A plot of the angle of the piece of tape measure to horizontal as a
function of time is show in blue. The equation of the linear best fit line of the
data is shown in black.

Diabolo Throw Analysis
The close up video of the diabolo throw was analyzed using the 2D feature tracking
capability in ProAnalyst. The diameter of the diabolo was used to calibrate the
image. The diaboloist was throwing from a circular motion, causing the slight
horizontal motion seen in the tracking points shown in Figure 8. The height of the
daibolo shortly after the time shown in Figure 8 can be seen in Figure 9.

Figure 8. A diaboloist at the point of release during a diabolo throw. The video
was shot at 2000 fps.

Figure 9. The height of the diabolo measured from the bottom of the frame as a
function of time is plotted in blue. A line of best fit is shown in black.
The far away video was analyzed using the image calibration and annotation tools in
ProAnalyst, with the height of the diaboloist shown in Figure 10 used to calibrate
the image.

Figure 10. The peak of a diabolo throw captured from far away, with height of
diaboloist and max height of diabolo labeled.

Acceleration Analysis
We captured high‐speed video of six methods of accelerating the diabolo. The
acceleration was measured over a period of time and then the resulting graph
helped to quantify the method in question. Then, videos of the maximum attainable
angular velocities through each of these methods were captured and analyzed.

Acceleration Profiles of Various speedup methods
Method 1 – Tap Acceleration

This is one of the slowest methods of acceleration. The diabolo sits on the string as
the diaboloist taps one of the handsticks repeatedly. Shown in Figure 11 is a
snapshot of all the points tracked for this method of the acceleration. Figure 12
contains the resulting plot of angle versus time. Although this plot doesn’t help with
the actual analysis, it helps verify that the tracked points are as expected.

Angle (degrees)

Figure 11. Tracked Points for Tap Acceleration

Time (seconds)
Figure 12. Angle vs. Time
Method 2 – Tap Wrap Acceleration
Figure 13 shows all the points that were used in the method analysis.

Figure 13. Tracked points for Tap Wrap Acceleration
Method 3 – Whip Acceleration

Figure 14 shows the points that were used to track the motion of the diabolo.
Figure 15 shows the graph of tracking angle versus time which serves a validation
purpose, as mentioned above. the diabolo.

Angle (degrees)

Figure 14. Points used for the Whip Acceleration analysis

Time (seconds)
Figure 15. Angle vs. Time

Method 4 – Circular Acceleration

Figure 16 shows the overall shape of the Circular Acceleration technique.

Figure 16. The points used for analysis of the Circular Acceleration technique.
Method 5 – Chinese Whip Acceleration

Figures 17 and 18 show the points used to analyze the Chinese Whip Acceleration
for the fixed axle and bearing diabolos respectively.

Figure 17. The tracked points for analyzing the fixed axle diabolo being accelerated
using the Chinese Whip Acceleration technique.

Figure 18. The tracked points for analyzing the bearing diabolo being accelerated
using the Chinese Whip Acceleration technique.

Maximum Angular Velocity
Method 1 – Whip Acceleration

Figure 19 shows the data points used for tracking. Figure 20 shows the resulting
angular data.

Angle (degrees)

Figure 19. Data points for the Whip Method

Time (seconds)
Figure 20. Root mean‐squared velocity
Method 2 – Chinese Whip Acceleration

Figure 21 shows the data points used in the measurement of maximum angular
velocity attainable through circular acceleration. Figure 22 shows the resulting
angular data.

Angle (degrees)

Figure 21. Data points for the Chinese Whip Method

Time (seconds)
Figure 22. Root mean‐squared velocity

Method 2 – Circular Acceleration

Figure 23 shows the data points used in the measurement of maximum angular
velocity attainable through circular acceleration. Figure 24 shows the resulting
angular data.

Angle (degrees)

Figure 23. Data points for the Circular Method

Time (seconds)
Figure 24. Root mean‐squared velocity

Discussion
Angular Velocity Validation
The angular velocity of the disk attached to the motor was found to be 1673 rpm,
compared to a measured velocity of 1676 rpm using the strobotac. This indicates

that a high speed video camera can make accurate angular velocity measurements.
The slight deviation in measurements is likely due to variation in motor speed,
which is visible when the strobotac is turned on, as a single stationary image starts
rotating after a few seconds and the flash rate must be continually adjusted in order
to maintain a single stationary image.

Diabolo Throw Analysis
The slope of the best fit line in Figure 5 gives a velocity of 657.81 in/s. Using simple
dimensional conversion, this speed translates to 16.7 m/s. Neglecting air resistance,
the maximum height of the diabolo throw can be found using the equation
h = v2/2g ,

(1)

where h is the maximum height of the diabolo, v is the initial speed of the diabolo,
and g is the acceleration due to gravity. Using the initial speed found above, a the
maximum height is calculated to be 14.2 m or 560 in. As seen in Figure 6 the actual
maximum height of the throw was measured at 510 in. The disparity between these
two figures is probably caused by a combination of factors. The low resolution of
the camera used to capture the far away shot meant that the length calibration of
the image and the measurements made were fairly inaccurate. The scale was ~2.5
in/pixel, meaning that a measurement error of a few pixels had a significant impact
on the final results. The other factor is that in the simplified calculation shown in
Equation 1 air resistance is neglected, resulting in a higher calculated height than
reality.
The height measured in this experiment was significantly shorter than the height of
the throw measured in the Mark 1 report. This difference can be attributed to
differences in strength and power between diaboloists, not to errors in
measurements or analysis.

Diabolo Acceleration Method Analysis
Method 1 – Tap Acceleration
Figure 25 shows the angular velocity of the diabolo as a function of time.

Velocity (deg/s)

Time (seconds)
Figure 25. Velocity vs. Time
Although the tracking for this method of acceleration is noisy, there is a clear rise in
velocity from ~1800 deg/s to ~2300 deg/s in a time of 0.5 seconds. Assuming
constant acceleration over the period, we have an acceleration of 1000 deg/s2.

Method 2 – Tap Wrap Acceleration

Angular Acceleration (deg/s2)

Figure 26 shows the angular acceleration made by the tracking line as a function of time.
The sudden peaks in the acceleration profile represent the points in time when the juggler
forces a particular motion of the arm to induce energy into the system. The almost impulse
like profile of the tracking line acceleration is directly proportional to the acceleration of the
diabolo as a whole. Figure 27 shows the resulting velocity profile.

Time (seconds)

Velocity (deg/s)

Figure 26. Angular Acceleration vs. Time

Time (seconds)
Figure 27. Velocity profile for Tap Wrap Acceleration
The velocity increases by ~400 deg/s in 0.5 seconds. Therefore, the diabolo was
accelerated 800deg/s2.
Method 3 – Whip Acceleration

Figure 28 shows the velocity of the diabolo versus time, which is a direct measure
of the acceleration of the diabolo.

Velocity (deg/s)

Time (seconds)
Figure 28. Velocity profile for Whip Acceleration
The velocity increases by ~1500 deg/s in a 0.5 second time period. This represents
an average acceleration of approximately 3000 deg/s2.
Method 4 – Circular Acceleration

The analysis related to the Circular Acceleration method is shown below. When
accelerating the diabolo using this method, the diaboloist moves the diabolo in a
circular path in front of them, accelerating it along the bottom half of the circular
motion. Figure 29 shows the velocity of the diabolo during the acceleration with
frames showing the points tracked up to that point at important times. Figure 30
shows the velocity profile for the second diaboloist.

Velocity (deg/s)

Figure 29. The velocity of a fixed axle diabolo being accelerated from rest using the
circular acceleration technique. Representative frames are shown with arrows
indicating the time of the frame.
The velocity of the diabolo increases from 3000 deg/s to 6000 deg/s in one
revolution, which took 0.8 seconds. This represents an average acceleration of
approximately 3750 deg/s2. For the half of the cycle where the diabolo is in fact
accelerating, the average acceleration is 8125 deg/s2. The data shows clearly that
the diabolo accelerates in the bottom half of the motion and decelerates in the top
half of the motion. This agrees with the theory that the diabolo rolling from right to
left (which happens in the bottom half) accelerates it, whereas rolling from left to
right (which happens in the top half) decelerates it.

Velocity (deg/s)

Time (seconds)
Figure 30. Velocity Profile for the second diaboloist
For the second diaboloist, the diabolo’s velocity increases from 1000 deg/s to 3500
deg/s in 0.3 seconds, indicating an average acceleration of 8333 deg/s2. This
indicates that between diabolists of similar skill, there is little difference in the
average acceleration achieved using the same technique.
Method 5 – Chinese Whip Acceleration

Figure 31 shows the velocity of the diabolo during the acceleration with frames
showing the points tracked up to that point at important times. Figure 32 shows
the velocity profile for the second diaboloist.

Figure 31. The velocity of a fixed axle diabolo being accelerated from rest using the
Chinese whip technique. Representative frames are shown with arrows indicating
the time of the frame.
The velocity of the diabolo increases from 3700 deg/s to 5500 deg/s in one cycle
(up and down motion), which took 0.4 seconds. This represents an average
acceleration of approximately 4500 deg/s2. For the part of the cycle where the
diabolo is in fact accelerating, the average acceleration is 10000 deg/s2. It is clear
from the data that the diabolo accelerates for about half the distance from top to
bottom or vice versa, which correlates to the part of the motion during which the
diaboloist is actively pulling the diabolo. Once the diaboloist stops pulling, the
diabolo begins to decelerate.

Figure 32. The velocity of a bearing diabolo being accelerated from rest using the
Chinese whip technique. Representative frames are shown with arrows indicating
the time of the frame.
The velocity of the bearing diabolo increases from 2500 deg/s to 4000 deg/s in one
cycle (up and down motion), which took 0.3 seconds. This represents an average
acceleration of approximately 5000 deg/s2. For the part of the cycle where the
diabolo is in fact accelerating, the average acceleration is 10000 deg/s2. These
results indicate that although the bearing and fixed axle diabolos accelerate
similarly, since the bearing diabolo decelerates less during the reset part of the
motion, the overall acceleration achieved with the bearing diabolo is greater. The
lower deceleration of the bearing diabolo is most likely due to the fact that the
bearing effectively decreases the friction between the string and the diabolo.

Maximum Angular Velocity
Maximum angular velocity measurements were made for the Whip, Chinese Whip,
and Circular Acceleration methods, since these methods have the best acceleration
profiles (as shown above) and would thus have the best maximum angular velocity
profiles.
The analysis of the videos is very similar to the analysis done for the angular
acceleration. Here instead of expecting the velocity profile to be a rising curve, we
take the average of the velocity over thousands of data points and then find the root‐
mean squared velocity. The velocity is calculated as the slope/360 to give the

rotations per second and then that figure times 60 yields the rotations per minute
(rpm), where slope is the slope of the resulting velocity profile.
Method 1 – Whip Acceleration

The maximum velocity was calculated to be about 3100 rpm using the process
described at the beginning of this section in conjunction with the graph shown in
Figure 20.
Method 2 – Chinese Whip Acceleration

The maximum angular velocity was calculated to be about 4500 rpm using the
process described at the beginning of this section in conjunction with the graph
shown in Figure 22.
Method 2 – Circular Acceleration

The maximum velocity was calculated to be 5700 rpm using the process described
at the beginning of this section in conjunction with the graph shown in Figure 24.

Diabolo Acceleration Overall Discussion
It is clear from the analysis above that there is no clear “best” method for
accelerating the diabolo. While the Chinese Whip Acceleration method provides the
greatest acceleration, the Circular Acceleration technique gives the highest
maximum attainable speed. Both of these techniques qualify as advanced
techniques, meaning that a beginner diaboloist cannot use them until they attain
sufficient skill. Until then, it is recommended that the whip acceleration be used, as
it gives the next best acceleration and maximum speed characteristics behind the
Chinese Whip and Circular Acceleration methods. From a purely technical
viewpoint, a bearing diabolo is more desirable since it accelerates faster than a fixed
axle diabolo. Other considerations must be taken into account when choosing a type
of diabolo, such as cost and whether it performs well in certain tricks.

Future Work
There remains much future work to be done on this subject. An exhaustive study of
all diabolos on the market would yield information concerning quantitative
acceleration characteristics of different brands, as well as data concerning whether
or not brand affects the maximum height of a throw using that diabolo. A broader
study of diaboloists, including diaboloists of all levels of experience and skill would
be useful for finding out how acceleration and throw height are correlated with age
and experience. In future high speed video analysis of diabolos, it is encouraged
that great effort be made to light the space uniformly in order to increase tracking
effectiveness and decrease the level of noise in the data. Data concerning the
deceleration of a diabolo spinning down on a string could yield interesting

information about the coefficient of friction of various types of diabolos, axles, and
string.

